Ideas & Submissions

You acknowledge that you are responsible for the information and material that you submit (each a "Submission") through public and/or private posting areas, emails, or other services available in connection with this Site or Company* e-mail or servers, and that you, and not Company, will have full responsibility for each such Submission, including its legality, reliability, appropriateness, originality and copyright. Unless otherwise explicitly stated herein or in the Privacy Policy, you agree that any Submission provided by you in connection with this Site or Company or servers is provided on a non-proprietary and non-confidential basis. **You agree that Company shall be free to use in its products or disseminate an idea or submission on an unrestricted basis for any purpose.**

Company asks that you respect our on-line community and participating individuals. Your conduct should be guided by common sense and basic etiquette. To further these common goals when posting ideas and submissions to or otherwise using the Site, you agree not to:

- Participate in off-topic discussions.
- Disparage the products or services of any company or individual.
- Defame, abuse, harass, stalk, threaten, or otherwise violate the legal rights (such as rights of privacy and publicity) of others.
- Impersonate or represent our Company, its staff or other industry professionals.
- Link to content not allowed on the Site.
- Solicit a member's password or other account information.
- Harvest user names or email addresses for any purpose.
- Use racially, ethnically, or otherwise offensive language.
- Discuss or incite illegal activity.
- Disrupt the flow of discussion in designated public posting areas or Restricted Areas in any manner, including without limitation vulgar language, abusiveness, repeatedly hitting the return key or inputting large images to make review of the material on the screen difficult for other participants.

* For purposes of this website “Company” means Picker Technologies LLC, Fish Transport Systems LLC, SmarTOUCH LLC, and/or Whooshh or Whooshh Innovations, or Whooshh holdings companies.